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Abstract: Hydrogen interaction with bimetallic Au(Pd) and Au(Rh) systems are studied with the density functional theory (DFT)-based periodic approach. Several bimetallic configurations with varying concentrations of Pd and Rh atoms in the under layer of a gold surface(111) were considered. The reactivity of the doped Au(111) toward hydrogen adsorption and absorption was related to the property modifications induced by the presence of metal dopants. DFT-computed quantities, such as the energy stability, the inter-atomic and inter-slab binding energies between gold and dopants, and the charge density were used to infer the similarities and differences between both Pd and Rh dopants in these model alloys. The hydrogen penetration into the surface is favored in the bimetallic slab configurations. The underlayer dopants affect the reactivity of the surface gold toward hydrogen adsorption in the systems with a dopant underlayer, covered by absorbed hydrogen up to a monolayer. This indicates a possibility to tune the gold surface properties of bimetallic electrodes by modulating the degree of hydrogen coverage of the inner dopant layer(s).
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1. Introduction

Catalysts with well-defined heterometallic nanostructures have generated great interest because synergistic effects between different metal atoms can result in enhancement of the catalytic reactivity by tuning the average binding energy of the surface [1–4]. Among bimetallic systems, gold-based alloys are used in a number of catalytic and electrocatalytic reactions, including the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide from H₂ and O₂, synthesis of vinyl acetate [5], selective hydrogenation of butadiene [6], etc. Gold nanoparticles with different Pd content were established promising catalysts for CO reforming because of the improved CO oxidation rate [7]. García et al. [8] have shown that Au(Rh) alloy with optimal compositions are three times more reactive than pure Rh catalysts under identical conditions: Rh becomes more reactive when diluted in alloys with Au, even though the latter metal is catalytically inert for the hydrogenation process. The improvement of catalytic activity of nanoalloys originates from two concepts differentiating the bimetallic surfaces from the pure metal: (i) the concept of “ensemble” or strain effect from the size mismatch of the constituent metal atoms;
and (ii) the "ligand" effect from the heterometallic interactions between the surface and substrate metal atoms. The former concept refers to the fact that the addition of a second metal may block certain sites that allow decreasing or eliminating the formation of an undesired intermediate. Thus, specific surface ensembles are required to serve as active sites [5,9].

The adsorbate-induced segregation of metal alloys under the reaction conditions and, thus, the changes in local atomic composition and surface structure have been reported for various bimetallic systems [10–13]. This means that while a given bimetallic configuration may exhibit a desired property, it is important to understand whether the particular configuration is stable under the operating environment for a specific application. Numerous theoretical studies focused on gold bimetallic systems [14–20]. The theoretical results demonstrated that various dopant atoms can organize differently in the alloys, varying from well-dispersed single dopant atoms, to paired or grouped dopants, to well-ordered layers [15]. In our previous work we studied the interaction of hydrogen with a bimetallic system consisting of a complete monolayer of Pd [19,20] underneath the top layer of Au(111). This model was used in a combined density functional and electrocatalysis theory in order to provide a computational protocol for a more quantitative understanding of the mechanisms in electrocatalytic reactions on bimetallic electrodes.

Following this approach we found it of interest to compare the modification of geometric and electronic properties and therefore the reactivity, induced by palladium and rhodium dopants in gold slabs by systematically varying the dopant coverage. This provides an appropriate model to quantitatively investigate the effect of dopants in well-defined Au(Rh) and Au(Pd) structures on the hydrogen adsorption and penetration in the interstitial space between gold and Pd/Rh layers. The dopants are displaced underneath the gold outermost layer that is consistent with the known surface segregation of the noblest element in an alloy under normal conditions, because of its lowest surface energy.

2. Computational Details

All of the computations were performed with plane-wave periodic DFT-based codes Dacapo [21] and VASP [22,23]. The Kohn–Sham equations were solved with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof PBE exchange-correlation functional [17,24], already used in former studies of gold-based systems [17,18,25,26]. The electron-ion interactions, studied with VASP, were described by the projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [27,28]. The electron wave functions were expanded in a plane-wave basis set up to a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. Brillouin zone integration was performed using a (9 × 9 × 1) Monkhorst–Pack mesh. In the calculations performed using Dacapo, an energy cutoff of 450 eV and a Monkhorst–Pack grid of (8 × 8 × 1) were set [29,30]. The systems are not magnetic, though when the hydrogen atom is farther than 2.2 Å from the surface, it becomes spin polarized. Therefore, spin was only considered for the latter case. The plane wave energy cutoff and the k-point mesh were chosen by optimizing the properties of the bulk systems. The lattice constants calculated from the equilibrium geometry of a periodic fcc bulk structure were 3.83 Å for Rh, 3.99 Å for Pd and 4.18 Å for Au, which are in close agreement with the experimental values 3.80 Å (Rh), 3.89 Å (Pd), and 4.08 Å (Au) [31].

The bimetallic systems were modeled using a slab containing four or six atomic layers of Au(111), separated by a vacuum space with 15 Å thickness. The two bottom layers were constrained at the bulk geometry. Different amounts of gold atoms in the second layer in the Au(111) slab were substituted by Pd and Rh atoms.

The formation energies (ΔE_{form}) of the slabs are calculated using the equation:

\[ \Delta E_{\text{form}} = \frac{E_{\text{slab}}(\text{Au}X_n) - E_{\text{slab}}(\text{Au}) + n \cdot E_{\text{bulk}}(\text{Au}) - n \cdot E_{\text{bulk}}(X)}{n} \]

where \( E_{\text{slab}} \) is the total energy of the slab, \( E_{\text{bulk}} \) is the total energy of the bulk, \( X = \text{Pd} \) and \( \text{Rh} \), and \( n \) is the number of substituted Au atoms by \( X \) atoms.
For the study of the hydrogen adsorption and absorption, 1.0 and 0.25 monolayers (ML) coverages were considered. The unit cells used to reproduce these coverages were $(1 \times 1)$ and $(2 \times 2)$ with one hydrogen atom, respectively. Force tolerance $<0.01$ eV/Å was set in the geometry optimization computations.

Hydrogen atoms were ad- or absorbed only on surfaces containing one complete monolayer of Pd or Rh. Two types of surfaces were considered: clean and H-precovered surfaces. Therefore, two different definitions of binding energy were used:

\[
\Delta E_{\text{bind}} = [E_{\text{alloy}+H} - (E_{\text{alloy}} + 1/2E_{\text{H}_2})]
\]

\[
\Delta E_{\text{bind}} = [E_{\text{preH}+H} - (E_{\text{preH}} + 1/2E_{\text{H}_2})]
\]

where $E_{\text{alloy}+H}$, $E_{\text{alloy}}$, $E_{\text{preH}+H}$, $E_{\text{preH}}$, and $E_{\text{H}_2}$, represent the total energy of the clean surface with and without H, the H-precovered surface, with and without an extra H atom, and the hydrogen molecule in vacuum, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Pd and Rh Induced Structural, Electronic, and Energetic Property Modifications of Au(111)

We first discuss the variation of the structural features of Au(111) because of the various concentrations of Rh and Pd dopants in the sublayers. The considered structures are drawn in Figure 1 and the distances between the layers are plotted in Figure 2 with the following labeling: $d_{12}$ is the distance between the top and the second layers; $d_{23}$ and $d_{34}$ are the separations between the second and the third layers, and the third and the fourth layers, respectively. Comparing these values in the ideal and doped Au(111) slab, it is first noting that the substitution of only one Au atom in the second layer (in the $3 \times 3$ cell) by Pd and Rh leads to bonding contractions. The Pd impurity has three first gold neighbors at 2.903 Å, whereas Rh-Au distances are 2.888 Å. By consequence the Au-Au distances at the surface layer decrease, as well as the separation between the first and the second layers ($d_{12}$ values in Figure 2) shrinks. The third and fourth layers remain nearly unaffected with $d_{23}$ and $d_{34}$ distances practically equal to those in the undoped gold slab as follows from the results. In all of the cases the distances between Au and Rh atoms are smaller than Pd-Au distances, which is an indication for stronger Au-Rh interactions.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** Different modeled fractions of Pd and Rh (ML) in the second layer of Au(111) and their corresponding formation energy (Equation (1)). The $(3 \times 3)$ unit cell is shown in blue lines. Gold atoms are presented in yellow spheres. Rh/Pd atoms in the second layer are represented as red spheres.
Figure 2. Interlayer separation (upper) and Pd-Au or Rh-Au distances (lower) as a function of the Pd or Rh fraction in the second layer. All the systems correspond to the ones presented in Figure 1. The (111) surfaces of gold, palladium, and rhodium were used as references. Systems with a complete monolayer of palladium or rhodium on top of gold surfaces were included for sake of comparison.

The computed formation energies, reported also in Figure 1 as an inset, reveal negative $\Delta E_{\text{form}}$ for Au(Pd) alloy at all the studied concentrations. This means that substituting gold by Pd is energetically favorable. This is in agreement with the phase diagram of the Au-Pd alloy [32] reporting a total miscibility between Au and Pd.

All Rh-substituted structures in Figure 1 are characterized by positive formation energies. This demonstrates that the formation of substituted Rh slabs is endothermic and would not occur spontaneously. Indeed, the Au(Rh) alloy is known for its immiscibility and it is expected to form Rh segregates within Au-solid (phase separation). The preference of Rh atoms to cluster between themselves rather than to coordinate Au atoms can be explained by the cohesive energies in Table 1. Due to the high cohesive energy of Rh compared to that of Pd ($-5.77$ eV/Å for Rh and $-3.72$ eV/Å for Pd), the $\Delta E_{\text{form}}$ of Au(Rh) alloy is positive, while $\Delta E_{\text{form}}$ for Au(Pd) is negative. As follows from the inset in Figure 1, where $\Delta E_{\text{form}}$ are plotted versus the increase of the dopants concentration, $\Delta E_{\text{form}}$ of Au(Rh) does not vary and is nearly constant (within 0.05 eV/atom) with the increase of the sublayer Rh coverage, at variance to the Au(Pd) as discussed above.
Table 1. Unit cell parameter $a$, cohesive energy $\Delta E_{\text{coh}}$ and surface energy $\Delta E_{\text{surf}}$ for the pure bulk metals, Au, Rh, and Pd (distances in Å, $\Delta E_{\text{coh}}$ in eV/atom, and $\Delta E_{\text{surf}}$ in eV/Å²).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Au</th>
<th>Rh</th>
<th>Pd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$ (exp.) [31]</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{\text{coh}}$</td>
<td>$-2.98$</td>
<td>$-5.77$</td>
<td>$-3.72$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{\text{coh}}$ (exp.) [31]</td>
<td>$-3.81$</td>
<td>$-5.75$</td>
<td>$-3.89$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{\text{surf}}$</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{\text{surf}}$ (exp.) [33]</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other case of doping distribution in the Au matrix, considered here, are the structures with dopants overlayer. The overlayer formation energies, also reported in the inset in Figure 1 are significantly higher than those computed for the sublayer doped alloys. The overlayer is destabilized by 1.05 and 0.29 eV/atom for Rh and Pd, respectively. This is rather expected, because Au has a lower surface energy than Pd and Rh, and in consequence it tends to segregate at the surface. We can also notice that the segregation energy of a monolayer of Pd from the second to the first layer of the slab, i.e., the energy difference between the system with the Pd-substituted first layer and system with the Pd-substituted second layer is 0.36 eV/atom. This value is similar to the calculated segregation energy of one Pd impurity in the gold matrix [12]. The computed segregation energy of Rh is 0.45 eV/atom, which is in line with the expected trend from the cohesion energies [34].

The bonding between a complete underlayer of Rh or Pd atoms and the gold slab is analyzed by means of the layers’ binding energy and electronic density difference. The binding energy between Au and Pd or Rh was calculated from:

$$\Delta E_{\text{bind}}(\text{Au}-\text{X}) = E_{\text{Au/X/Au(111)}} - E_{\text{Au/vacancy/Au(111)}} - E_{\text{X(2ndL)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The first term corresponds to the energy of the bimetallic system, being completely relaxed. The second term is the energy of the bimetallic system without the second layer, but with the coordinates of the Au layers fixed to the values obtained relaxing the whole bimetallic system. The third term is the energy of a single Pd or Rh layer with the coordinates fixed to those of the relaxed layer in the bimetallic slab. Table 2 collects the binding energies of Au-Au, Au-Pd, and Au-Rh layers calculated from a pure gold slab, and from a complete underlayer of Pd or Rh, respectively.

Table 2. Binding energies between a gold slab and its second layer, where the second layer can be Pd, Rh, or Au. The former systems correspond to a complete underlayer of Pd or Rh metals on the Au(111) surface and the latter system corresponds to the pure gold surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{\text{bind}}(\text{Au-\text{X}})/\text{eV}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>$-2.055$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh</td>
<td>$-2.477$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>$-0.973$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bonding energy between the gold layers is higher by 1 eV compared to the binding energies of gold-palladium and gold-rhodium layers. As a possible reason, the increased electronic density between the new metal layer and the gold layers was pointed out [19]. It is worth to note that despite the computed positive formation for the Au(Rh) alloy with an underlayer of Rh (vide supra), the Au-Rh binding between Au-Rh layers is stronger than that between Au-Pd ones. Several reasons for this discrepancy can be pointed out. An increased attraction between Au and X layers is most probably arising from an increased electron density between the two adjacent Au and X layers leading to density depletion between the remaining Au-Au layers, thus rendering the whole slab energetically less stable. Another possible reason could be the effect of the significantly larger cohesive energy of Rh
Au(111), provided already sound information \[35–39\]. Concerning the most favored adsorption sites, (see the computed and experimental \[31,33\] values in Table 1).

In order to understand whether significant electron density redistribution occurs, to which one can attribute the increased X-Au interactions, we have computed and analyzed the density charge differences, from which the electron density redistribution in the real space can be inferred. The charge differences computed as:

$$\Delta \rho(x, y, z)_{Au-X} = \rho_{Au/X/Au(111)} - \rho_{Au/vacancy/Au(111)} - \rho_{X(2ndL)}$$

are shown in Figure 3 for both Pd (left) and Rh (right) underlayers in Au(X) alloys. In Equation (5) $\rho_{Au/X/Au(111)}$, $\rho_{Au/vacancy/Au(111)}$, and $\rho_{X(2ndL)}$ are the spatial electron charge density distributions of the relaxed bimetallic system, the Au(111) system without the second layer of Au with the coordinates fixed to the relaxed bimetallic system, and the isolated second layer of Pd or Rh with the coordinates of Pd or Rh in the bimetallic system.

This analysis reveals a charge depletion along $z$-direction at both Au and X sites and a charge accumulation in the $xy$-plane at the atomic sites as well as along the X-Au (inner, third Au-layer) bonds. Therefore, a charge distribution from $z$-toward $xy$-plane occurred because of the Au-substitution by Pd and Rh. The picture is similar for Pd and Rh layers, although a slightly higher charge accumulation along Rh-Au bonds is observed. There is not a charge accumulation between the surface gold layer and the Pd layer at variance to the Rh-Au (Au surface layer). The withdrawal of electron density toward gold atoms is explained by the higher Au electronegativity than that of Pd and Rh. The larger charge accumulation found for Rh-Au bonds favors the Au-Rh interlayer binding compared to the Pd-Au one. This agrees as well with the shorter Rh-Au than Pd-Au distances reported in Figure 2. The charge density redistribution is observed only for the adjacent Au-X layers and not for the Au-Au layers (see Figure 3). It follows that the dopants cause only locally a density drift from $z$-to $xy$-plane. This is the most likely reason for the gold-dopant layer stabilization and inter-atomic, and inter-layer geometrical modifications (vide supra) in the doped gold slab compared to the pure Au(111). The local in space electron density reorganization affects predominantly the adjacent dopant-gold layers and not the remaining gold layers in the gold slab.

3.2. Hydrogen Ab- and Adsorption

To study the reactivity of the doped Au(111) slab, hydrogen ab- and adsorption reactions were considered for the Au-X systems with a complete X monolayer underneath the Au-surface layer. For comparison, the hydrogen interaction with undoped Au(111) is also considered. Many previous investigations devoted to hydrogen ab- and adsorption on ideal monometallic surfaces, including Au(111), provided already sound information \[35–39\]. Concerning the most favored adsorption sites,
there is a general consensus that H adsorbs preferably on both hexagonal closed packed (hcp) and face-centered cubic (fcc) three-fold hollow sites on a large variety of metal surfaces. In this study we will also consider hcp and fcc sites because the absorption process should be different for H atoms diffusing to subsurfaces from both slab sites. To characterize different sites, first the adsorption energies of H atoms on top of the monometallic Rh, Pd, and Au surfaces were computed and are collected in Table 3. Our results are in very good agreement with those reported previously [36,38,39].

Table 3. Binding energy $\Delta E_{\text{bind}}$ of hydrogen adsorbed on mono- and bimetallic surfaces, calculated according to Equations (2) and (3). Hydrogen atoms ad- and absorbed on these surfaces are labeled $H_s$ and $H_{ss}$, respectively. The binding energy was only calculated for the adsorbed $H_s$ atoms. The labels Au(Rh) and Au(Pd) correspond to a Rh or Pd complete monolayer (ML) in the Au(111) slab, respectively. The energies are in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\theta(H_s) = 0.25$ ML</th>
<th>$\theta(H_s) = 1.00$ ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>hcp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Pd)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Rh)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Rh) (A)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Rh) (B)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface gold atoms ($z_H > z_{Au\_top\_layer}$) are labeled as $H_s$ and those bound to the atoms of the underlying second layer (H-absorption; $z_H < z_{Au\_top\_layer}$) are labeled as $H_{ss}$. The computed binding energies for the ad- and absorption of one H atom are presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The adsorption energies on the bimetallic systems (without pre-absorbed $H_{ss}$ underneath the surface) are the same as on the pure gold surface, within the DFT error. There is only a small decrease in the energy (and an increase in the bond length) in the Au(Rh) slab. When the H-coverage is increased, the H binding energies decrease. At low hydrogen coverage, the H-interaction with the second layer atoms (H-absorption) is higher than $E_{\text{ads}}$ that indicates that H-penetration into the interstitial space is favored compared to the surface adsorption. The latter result is expected because H in the second layer interacts with three Pd or Rh dopant atoms and only one Au atom. It is, thus, not surprising that the interaction with the surface gold atoms remains weaker. Nevertheless those surface atoms are bound to the dopants in the second layer. This is in line with the above-discussed result that there is not an important charge drift in $Au_{\text{surf}}$-X bond region, contrary to the charge accumulation in the X-Au (3rd layer) space (see Figure 3).
Rh(111)  0.76  0.84  0.09
Au(111)  0.30  0.40  0.12

Clean surfaces ($\theta(H_{ss}) = 0.00$ ML)  Au(Pd)  −0.17  0.36  0.05  0.51
Au(Rh)  −0.40  0.25  −0.31  0.41

In addition to the minima structures, the effect of dopants on the hydrogen absorption energy was studied. The saddle points on the PES were localized by using the nudge elastic band technique as implemented in the VASP code. Figure 4 shows the potential energy of hydrogen penetrating the alloy as a function of the z-coordinates of the hydrogen. The reaction and activation energies are collected in Table 5. The activation energy for hydrogen absorption is 0.42 eV for Au(Rh) and 0.33 eV for Au(Pd), which is of the same order of magnitude as that on Pd(111) (see Table 5). This is perfectly in line with the computed stronger Rh-Au bond energies (Table 2), indicating that a strongly bound Rh to Au would rend the Au-Rh dimer less reactive.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Potential energy for a hydrogen absorption process as a function of the hydrogen distance from the surface (z). The energy reference corresponds to the adsorption of hydrogen in the hollow-fcc site. The corresponding snapshots of the process are shown at the right hand side.

**Table 5.** Reaction and activation energy for hydrogen diffusion from the surface (s) to the subsurface (ss) and vice versa on the bimetallic systems (Au(Pd) and Au(Rh)) in comparison with previous calculations of the literature for Pd(111) and Au(111) [39]. All values are in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta E(H_sH_{ss})$</th>
<th>$E_{act}(H_sH_{ss})$</th>
<th>$E_{act}(H_{ss}H_s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pd(111)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Pd)</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au(Rh)</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also studied the desorption process and found a significantly higher activation barrier (>0.6 eV), which demonstrates that the absorbed hydrogen would be hardly evacuated from the underneath layers. Further on, by comparing the adsorption energies on clean bimetallic surfaces ($\theta(H_{ss}) = 0.00$) and on pre-H-covered surfaces ($\theta(H_{ss}) = 0.25$, or 1.00), it appears that the effect of the
underneath hydrogen atoms is weak. The 0.25 ML hydrogen precovered underlayer structures are shown in Figure 5. Nevertheless, an increase in the bond strength (or a decrease in the adsorption energy) is observed for a complete layer of hydrogen atoms under the surface. This suggests that by changing the degree of hydrogen coverage one can modify the gold surface reactivity toward interaction with hydrogen and, thus modifying the reactivity of the bimetallic gold-covered electrodes.

![Figure 5. Top and side views for small coverages of the adsorbed and absorbed hydrogen (θ(Hss) =0.25, θ(Hs) = 0.25).](image)

Finally, the change in the work functions at high coverage was calculated and the results are reported in Table 6. As expected the adsorption of hydrogen lowers the work function of the surface, whereas absorption increases it. When hydrogen atoms are located in/on the alloy surface the work function is lower and similar to that of the work function of the system with adsorbed hydrogen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>θ(Hss) (ML)</th>
<th>θ(Hs) (ML)</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Au(Rh)</th>
<th>Au(Pd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>fcc</td>
<td>−0.36</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hcp</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>−0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Structural variations, energetics, and density of charge differences are studied with periodic DFT for a series of Au(Rh) and Au(Pd) alloy models as a function of Rh/Pd dopant concentration. The interaction of these bimetallic systems with hydrogen was investigated through computations of the adsorption and absorption energies of hydrogen, as well as the activation energies for the H-absorption reactions.

Positive formation energies are found for all Au(Rh) slab models, whereas the formation energies of Au(Pd) are negative, indicating a miscibility between Pd and Au. Dopants were placed in the second (underlayer) below the gold surface and induced shrinking of the interatomic distances between the gold surface atoms. This is most probably caused by the lattice mismatch, rather than by electron structure modifications, because only an insignificant charge density variation is obtained in the space.
between the gold atoms at the surface and the Pd/Rh underlayers. The latter suggestion is corroborated by the very similar hydrogen adsorption energies found for the pure Au(111) and bimetallic slabs with an underneath Pd/Rh layer. The H-penetration (absorption) is better stabilized in the bimetallic alloys, because of the stronger Pd-H/Rh-H interactions in the second layers than the Au-H binding at the surface without dopants. In structures with a full dopant underlayer, covered by a hydrogen monolayer, the H-adsorption at the surface gold atoms decreases. This suggests that the reactivity of the gold surface in bimetallic alloys can be tuned by varying the hydrogen coverage.
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